1.

a hacker is

2.

a computer worm/bug is

3.

cyberbullying is

4.

kaspersky is

5.

a cracker is

6.

a digital footprint is

7.

spam is

8.

phishing is

9.

cookie is

10. a Trojan Horse is
11. trolling is

12. firewall is

13. adblock is
14. identity theft
15. keylogging is

a)

Is a dangerous computer virus
which is used by hackers to
hack into a user’s computer
b). Is the information left behind as a
result of a user’s web-browsing and
stored as cookies
c). Is a person who breaks into
somebody’s computer to steal
important data and sell it
d). the use of communication
technologies for the intention of
harming another person
e). Is a cybercrime when somebody
uses your name and surname to get
some financial benefits
f). Junk email, messages which may
contain viruses or dangerous links
g). Someone who seeks and exploits
weaknesses in a computer system or
network
h). Is a network security system that
controls the incoming and outgoing
network actions
i). Is the Internet argument caused by
people who are malicious and want to
offend other users
j). A popular extension that blocks
online adverts
k). Is an action of recording the keys
struck on a keyboard to steal personal
information or get access to personal
accounts
l). Is an error or failure in a computer
program or system that slows the
computer down or makes a computer
produce incorrect results
m). Is the attempt to get personal
information such as usernames,
passwords and credit card details
n). Is a small piece of data sent from a
website and stored in a user’s web
browser
o). Anti-virus software
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